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I. INTRODUCTION

Augmented Reality (AR) is one of the most
researched areas in Computer Vision Science nowadays.
The widely accepted definition of Augmented Reality
is given by Azuma in [?]. It refers to any kind of
application that allows the user to see the real world,
with virtual objects superimposed upon or composited
with it. AR supplements reality, rather than completely
replacing it, in such a way that the virtual and real
objects coexisted in the same space.
Figure 1 show how an AR system might looks like.
It consists in a picture of a room where there are a
real desk an a real phone. Also a virtual lamp and two
virtual chairs are superposed over this image combining
them in 3-D with the real ones.

Fig. 1. Example of AR

For [?], an Augmented Reality system must satisfy the
following characteristics:

• Combines real and virtual.
• Interactive in real time.
• Registered in 3-D.

The question is: why is Augmented Reality an interest-
ing topic? why combining real and virtual world can be
useful? The answer is simple. With AR we are enhancing
human’s perception or human’s knowledge in the real
world. The virtual objects can provide information that
the user cannot visualize with his senses and can help to
him to solve different real-tasks.
Nowadays, Augmented Reality is used in very different
areas such as medical visualization, annotation, robot

path planning, maintence and repair, mobilephone ap-
plication, entertainment, military aircraft navigation and
targeting,etc. Some of them are shown in Figure 2.

(a) Robotics (b) Maintence and re-
pair

(c) Medical visualiza-
tion

Fig. 2. Augmented Reality Areas

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND PROJECT OVERVIEW

The goal of the real time image processing application
is to develop a interactive multimedia Skype client. A
user should be able to interact with skype (dialling
phone numbers, selecting users to call, . . . ) using virtual
buttons in a video sequence taken from the webcam.
Furthermore the profile pictures of a users is shown
on a predefined marker plane. Figure 3 illustrates the
interaction between an user and the application in terms

Fig. 3. Use-Case Diagram

of a use-case diagram. First, the starting screen is shown
to the user, where he can perform three actions: Entering
the dialling mode where it is possible to dial a phone
number and to do an actual phone call, switching to
the contacts mode where the user can select a friend
among his list of users online or view the help screen
to find out how the application works. Table I shows
the possible actions with the corresponding symbols in
the starting screen. When the user enters the dialling
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TABLE I
ACTIONS: STARING SCREEN

Switch to dialling mode

Switch to contact selection mode

Show help screen

mode a new screen is shown that contains a numerical
keyboard and buttons for starting and stopping a phone
call. Table II illustrates the action that my be performed
in dialling mode. A user can dial a phone number by
using the numerical keyboard, that consists of 10 digits
and two buttons for clearing just one digit or the full
phone number. When a phone number has been inserted

TABLE II
ACTIONS: DIALLING MODE

Number of the numerical keyboard

Call a phone number

Stop active call / Return to Starting Screen

this number can be called by pressing the corresponding
button. Analogously, the call might be stopped by press-
ing the stop button. Pressing this button a second time
leads back to the staring screen. The contacts selection
mode enables three actions to the user: A contact can be
selected by pressing one of the arrow buttons and calling
this user (shown in table III. Once a user is selected
its profile pictures are shown on a marker cube. This

TABLE III
ACTIONS: CONTACTS MODE

Switch between users

Call a phone number

Stop active call / Return to Starting Screen

cube (Figure 4) consists of six predefined markers which
show a corresponding image of a selected user, i.e. one
side shows the frontal view, two the side views, etc. By
moving this cube in the video scene shows a different
user picture on each side which can be seen as a simple
3D effect. Summarizing, the application consists of three
modes, the standby (starting) mode, the dialling and the
contacts mode. The main features are:
• Call ordinary numbers within spain (standard prefix

is +34)
• Select a user, view its six profile images on the

marker cube and start a phone call

(a) Original Marker Cube (b) Cube with projected User Im-
ages

Fig. 4. Marker Cube

• View the options of the program in an info screen
• The interaction between user and computer is per-

formed with a visual mouse pointer, which will be
explained in the following section

III. THE SYSTEM

This section aims to introduce the different compo-
nents used or developed to create the application. The
markers shown in figure 4 are detected using the aruco
library, that will be explained in section III-A. How the
picture of a user is placed on a marker is introduced in
section III-B.

A. The Aruco Library

The aruco library [?] is a OpenCV extension li-
brary with BSC licence developed by the University
de Córdoba (UdC) in Spain. This library allows a fast
detection of up to 1024 marker with just two lines of
code. In order to make use of this library and enable it
to detect markers the used camera needs to be calibrated.
Camera calibration is used to obtain the fundamental
parameters of a camera. These parameter allow us to
determine where a 3D point is projected onto the camera
sensor. In a ideal camera, a 3D point (X,Y,Z) in the space
would be projected as single pixel. In practice camera
lenses distort the scene making vertical lines (such as
image borders) appear bended. The camera distorsion
can be found by calibrating the camera. Aruco takes
as input a yml-file, which is a file that follows a xml
like syntax. Calibration is the process of obtaining the
intrinsic camera parameters. OpenCV makes it easy to
perform this calibration: The only thing that is needed is
a chessboard pattern of a known size. This pattern has to
be printed and placed somewhere in the room, as shown
in figure 5. After that the camera is used to capture
several images of that pattern, where it is suggested to
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Fig. 5. Chessboard Pattern for Calibration

place the pattern such that it appears close to the image
border in order to precisely estimate the distorsion and
find accurate intrinsic parameters. In OpenCV the pro-
gram located in samples/cpp/calibration.cpp
needs to be compiled and executed to find the camera
parameters. A sample call of the OpenCV calibration is
shown in figure 6 in a unix system. Once the camera

./calibration -w 8 -h 6 -s 0.025 -o cam.yml -op

Fig. 6. Execution of camera calibration using a chessboard with
8 horizontal squares and 6 vertical squares. Each square has the
dimensions of 2.5cm. This command takes by default as input the
frames taken from the first video source

parameters are known the markers can be detected.
Aruco detects the marker using the following procedure.
• An adaptive thresholding is applied to an input

image in grayscale in order to convert the image
into a binary image.

• Find the contours. After this process a lot of unde-
sired borders that do not belong to the markers are
detected. The reset of the procedure tries to remove
unwanted borders by

– Removing borders with a small number of
pixels

– Polynomial approximation to keep rectangles
with exactly four corners

• Close rectangles are removed. The reason is that
with this procedure the external and internal rect-
angle are detected. In the development of Aruco just
the external border is maintained.

• In the next step the markers need to be identified.
The corners are sorted and used to compute a frontal
projection of the rectangle using a homography.

– The projected marker is thresholded using the
Otsu method [?], that automatically performs
histogram shape-based image thresholding. The
result is a conversion from a grayscale to a
binary image.

– The marker is divided into a 6x6 grid, where

the inner 5x5 cells represent the marker code.
This code (trying all rotations) is compared
with a set of known codes that are associated
with a unique id.

– The id is assigned to the bounding box of the
marker in the original input image

The usage of the aruco library is relatively simple. Code
listing 1 shows a sample code how the marker detection
can be performed on a single input image. The result

MarkerDetector MDetector;
vector<Marker> Markers;
CameraParameters CamParam;
CamParam.readFromXMLFile("./intrinsics.yml");

image = cv::imread( argv[1] );
MDetector.detect(image,Markers,CamParam,MarkerSize

);
for(unsigned int i=0;i<Markers.size();i++)

Markers[i].draw(image,Scalar(0,0,255),2);

Listing 1. Sample code for detecting markers

is shown in figure 7 where an input image (Figure 7a)
was augmented with the marker information (Figure 7b),
namely its position in the image and the identification
number of the code. This information could then be used

(a) Original Image

(b) Detected Markers with Id

Fig. 7. Result of sample marker detection

to project an user profile picture on a predefined set of
six marker using a homography.
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B. Picture Placement

The execution of the marker detector returns a set
of Markers, that are objects containing the corner co-
ordinates in the image frame coordinate system and an
unique identifier. These four points were used to compute
a homography such that a user defined image could
be placed on the marker in the video scene. A 2D
homography is defined as

λx′

λy′

λ


︸ ︷︷ ︸

P ′
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where P ′ are the known sorted corner points of a
detected marker and P the known corner coordinates of
an image we want to transform and place on the marker.
The known sets of corners of the image CI and the
marker CM are the corresponding corner points, where
w and h are the width and the height of the image.

CM =



(x0, y0)

(x1, y1)

(x2, y2)

(x3, y3)


CI =



(0, 0)

(0, w)

(w, h)

(0, h)


Solving the system of equation results in a transforma-
tion matrix that scales, rotates and places the input image
such that it appears on the detected marker. Changing
the order of the corresponding points in CM and CI

leads to a rotation of the image. This was necessary
when computing the homography for the bottom side of
the cube that should be flipped in respect to the image
shown on the front side. OpenCV already provides a
function for computing the homography of two given
set of points. The only thing that had to be done was
to prepare the two point sets in the correct way. The
function for transforming the image was implemented
on our own. This function simply computes for each
coordinate of the original image IO the new position
in the frame IF captured from the input stream. The
intensity value of the pixel in the video capture was then
replaced by the intensity value of the image. The pseudo
code in figure 8 illustrates how this can be implemented.

C. User/Webcam(computer) interaction

Here is explained the main class of the system: the
overlayImage. Any of the virtual buttons that appears in
the video stream is defined as an OverlayImage object.
This object has the following attributes:

• **data: matrix of scalars with the RGB values of
the virtual button pixels.

for ∀(x, y) ∈ IO do
λx′

λy′

λ

 =
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IF (x′, y′) := IO(x, y)

done
Fig. 8. Pseudo code for placing a transformed image into the scene

(a) (b)

Fig. 9. Example

• width, height: button’s size.
• timeOn: accumulative time when the marker is in

the range of values of the button.
• timeOff : accumulative time when the marker is out

of the range of values of the button.
• isSelected, isActivated: booleans to know if the

marker is in state isSelected (yellow color), or
isActivated (green color).

• *timer: a timer is defined for each of the virtual
buttons because different time operations has to be
done.

Once all the buttons are declared, we have to work
with different functions from Overlay image class in
order to achieve solve the following objectives:

• Overlay the button over the video stream.
• Check if the marker is dialling the button and deal

with timer events.
1) Overlay the button over the video stream: To do

so, we have implemented the function overlay which
has the following statement:

function overlay (Image img, int x, int y, float
transparency)

The goal of this function consist in overlay the current
virtual button in the current frame (img) in a specific
position. This position is the top-left corner of the button
and is defined by the parameters x and y. The trans-
parency parameter alloww to establish a transparency
of the final visualization of the button. The final R,G,B
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components of the button’s pixels into the final image
will be the result after applying the following formula
inside code 10:

overlay(img , x , y$, transparency $)
data = img;
for i = dx to width

for j = dy to height
img[i][j] = transparency · img[i][j]
+(1− transparency) · data[i][j]

Fig. 10. Pseudo code to overly a button over a frame image

2) Check if the marker is dealing a button and deal
with timer events: This function has the following
statement:

function checkForEvent (int mx, int my, int px, int py,
double frameRate, double reactTime)

where mx and my are the coordinates of the marker,
px and py is top-left corner of the button in the frame
image, frameRate is the frameRate of the video and
reactTime is the time that the marker has to be inside
the button to send the signal to run an event. A part
from detecting if the marker is inside the button or
not, the other goal of this function is to deal with the
visualization of the buttons. We want to satisfy the
following specifications:

• Apply a yellow transparency over the button when
the marker pass through it (Figure 11 (b)). In that
case we set the boolean isSelected to true. The
yellow transparency deseappears when the marker
leaves the button.

• Apply a green transparency over the button when
the marker stays more than reactTime over it (Fig-
ure 11 (c)). In that case we set the boolean isActi-
vated to true and the green transparency is applyed
during 2 seconds. e marker is dialling the button
and deal with timer events.

(a) Not selected (b) Selected (c) Activated

Fig. 11. Visual effects of the buttons

D. Marker Tracking
In order to interact with the video stream (pressing

the virtual buttons) the user needs to use a visual mouse

pointer. Our first idea was to implement a hand tracking
algorithm. Unfortunately tracking human hands is a very
complicated task, which cannot be solved with simple
template matching since hands are not rigid bodies
and usually are moved very fast. In [?] the use of a
coloured glove is proposed. This approach expects a
almost uniform background which cannot be provided in
our application. This idea inspired us to track objects of
a given colour without considering its shape. This simple
approach could then be used to move the virtual mouse
pointer to a desired position in the video and to interact
with the program. To detect areas of a almost uniform
colour the image is simply converted into a grayscale
image by applying a simply threshold.

Ix,y =

{
255 if dist(Ix,y, c) < threshold

0 otherwise

This results in an image that contains all pixels that
satisfy the condition, namely that the intensity value is
similar to a specified rgb colour c. Since this method
returns also a lot of undesired pixels we use a median
filter (size 17x17) to remove small regions that are
most probably noise. When the noise was eliminated a
segmentation is used to detect the bounding box of the
coloured objects. This is done by performing a linear
scan in the grayscale image and defining the first pixel
with intensity value 255 as seed point for the region
growing algorithm. The minimal and maximal x and y
coordinates are memorized and used to determine the
bounding box. Figure 12 illustrates this procedure in
terms of pseudo code. All pixels of the thresholded

for ∀(x, y) ∈ I do

if Ix,y = 255 then
[xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax] = regionGrow(I ,x,y)

done

regionGrow(I , x , y )
Ix,y := 200
for dx = −1 to 1

for dy = −1 to 1
if Ix+dx,y+dy

= 255
update xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax

regionGrow(I , x+ dx, y + dy)

Fig. 12. Pseudo code for detecting the bounding box of a uniform
colour region

and filtered image are visited and a region growing is
procedure is called if the point has colour value 255,
which was given by the threshold condition. Each visited
pixel is marked with a different intensity level, in our
case with intensity value 200. Here, any value that is
different from 255 can be chosen in order to include a
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pixel within a region just a single time. This algorithm
returns the bounding boxes of all regions that were not
removed with the median filter. Our experiments have
shown that tracking a light source, which has almost
uniform colour, works quite well. Tracking other objects
was strongly influenced by changes in illumination. In
order to get the desired bounding box only rectangles
that are not quadratic and have a small area are rejected.
In this way the actual region is considered as the pointer.
The central value of the bounding box was then used as
pointer in the application. Figure 13 shows a processed
sample frame. Due to variations in illumination several

(a) Detected Regions (b) Selected Region with Center

Fig. 13. Detecting an object: In this case the white light of a mobile
phone

regions are returned which is illustrated in figure 13a.
According to the size and quadratic shape conditions just
the area of interest is selected. Unfortunately this does
not work in

E. Skype interaction

In computing, D-Bus (Desktop Bus) is a simple inter-
process communication (IPC) system for software appli-
cations to communicate with one another.

The implemented system uses two main services in
order to interact with the well known Skype program:
D-bus and Skype API.

1) D-Bus: D-Bus (Desktop Bus) is a simple inter-
process communication (IPC) system for software
applications to communicate one with another. It is a
service deamon, which means that is a process that
hides in the background and acts when it is needed.
When two processes are using the D-bus protocol all
the messages are going through this protocol such as the
D-bus actuates as a bridge between two precesses. It is
easier to understand how D-bus protocol works with a
simple example. Suppose that we have two applications
which are using D-Bus protocal and we want to send a
message from one to the other:

• Process A send the message ”SEARCH FRIENDS”
to D-Bus-deamon.

• D-Bus-deamon send the command ”SEARCH
FRIENDS” to the Process B.

• Process B parses and interprets the command and
send back the response ”NO FRIENDS ONLINE”
to the D-Bus-deamon.

• A new iteration is done.

In the case of our application, we use D-Bus-deamon
in order to connect the Skype interface with the
Multimedia Skype Client that we have implemented.

2) Skype API: The public Skype API (Application’s
programming interface) allows external applications to
communicate with Skype. It consists in a text-based
protocol that can interact with the Skype software.

There are a lot of commands that can be executed
with this protocol. Here, only the used ones in the
system are explained:

• SEARCH FRIENDS : returns a list of found user-
names; an empty list if no match is found.

• SEARCH ACTIVECALLS : Returns a list of active
call IDs.

• CALL <phone number> : Call to a phone number.
i.e: ”CALL +34666666666”

• CALL <username> : Call to a Skype user where
username is the skype account name of the friend.
i.e: ”CALL pamela26”

• SET CALL <idcall> STATUS FINISHED : To end
a call. idcall is the identificator of the current call.
i.e: ”SET CALL 721 STATUS FINISHED”

• GET USER <username> ONLINESTATUS : Get
the current status of the friend. Possible values:
UNKNOWN - unknown user, OFFLINE - user is
offline, ONLINE - user is online, AWAY - user is
away, NA - user is not available, DND - user is in
”Do not disturb” mode.

• GET USER <username> FULLNAME : Get the
user’s fullname. i.e: ”GET USER pamela26 FULL-
NAME”

The used protocol version is Protocol 5 and it does
not allow to extract the user’s image blob when using
windows. This is the reason why we have created our
own dataset of user’s images.

IV. SYSTEM EVALUATION

Once everything has been explained, it is interesting
to know how the application works and what are the
advantages and disadvantages that it can has. Different
screen shoots of the application are shown in the follow-
ing figure 14
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(a) Mode diagram

(b) Main menu

(c) Dial mode

(d) Contacts mode

Fig. 14. Work modes of the system

The application is perfectly working in real-time
with a current laptop. A good point of our system is
that everything that needs to work with frames depends
on the frame rate of the computer’s webcam. This is

something needed because we are dealing with timers
and for example, when a number is dialled, the reaction
time must deppend on the frame rate in order to work
with seconds. Doing so, the reaction time becomes the
same independently with the webcam’s frame rate.

By the other hand, the light of the environment can
be a problem when detecting the marker Figure ? As
it has been shown, this detection is based in a color
segmentation. This is the reason why if the marker
contains a color which is also present in the background,
the system will not be able to detect the correct marker
and in that case will commit errors. However, as the
system allows to register the color of the marker any
time that is needed, the marker detection results will
have a direct relationship with how clever is the user
to choose a marker that contain a unique color among
the environment.

Fig. 15. Illumination problem

V. CONCLUSION

In this report we have designed and implemented
an Augmented Reality application which results
in a Multimedia Skype Client application. In the
introduction, we said that any AR application must
satisfy several characteristics. It is interesting to check
if the system satisfy them:

• Combines real and virtual: The video output com-
bines real objects (webcam output) and virtual ob-
jects (numbers and other buttons, marker tracking,
etc.)

• Interactive in real time: The system works perfectly
in real time. All the functions are applied in each
of the frames without delay problems.

• Registered in 3-D: Although the buttons are inter-
acted in 2D, when we apply the homography to
show the cube with the six images of the user, the
3D representation is done.

So this is the reason why the system can be definitely
considered as an Augmented Reality application. The
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application is working well and only the illumination
problems become in inconvenient. Another thing to
comment is that the way that the implementation has
been done allows to the programmer to include new
functions of the application in an easy way. In fact,
including a new button (for example) means to declare
a new object.
We think that we have done a good work and that we
have reached the objectives that the professor asked us
to do.


